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Monday·, February 19, 1968
.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
PageS

Folk Trio Concert
Set For March I

Tankers Win Final Meet
Lobo swimmers ended their
dual meet season on a winning
note Saturday with a 69-44 win
over Denver Univel·sity. 'J'he
Lobos lost to Wyoming 62-41 Friday night.
Against Denver, New Mexico
aces Jon Mayhew and Bob Milne
scored double victories to lead the
Lobos in individual points. Mayhew won firsts in the 1000 yard
freestyle and the 200 yard butterfly and Milne won the 100 and 500
yard freestyle races.
Freshman Steve Craven won
first place in the 200 yard indi- ·
vidual medley and swam the first
leg on UNM's winning 400 yard
:freestyle relay team. John Jordan
and Mayhew won first and second
place in the 500 yard freestyle.

Jotdan, UNM; 3, l\ick Wcttln, UNM.
~0 freestyle- ~- Bob Milne, UNM; 2,
Catter Shillig, U))IM; 3, ltick Meyerhoff,
DU.
200 lndividual tnedley- 1. s tcve Craven,
UNM.; 2. Kirk Hoopes, UNM; 3, Dick
White, DU.
•
D
3-metar diving- 1. Mustamt
U; 2~
Mundorff UNM; 3. Gauthier, DU.
ZOO-butterfly- 1. Mayhew, UNM ; 2,
Wettin, UNM; 8. llob l!)ankenbeim, DU.

Meter Diving- 1. Ron Mustain, DU ; 2.
Paul MundorJI, UNM; 3. Chtis Gauthier,

DU.
400 Medley Relay- 1. Denver ; 2. UNM.
1000 freestyle- 1. Jon Mayhew, UNM:
2. John Jordan, UNM; a. Chuck lllcCon·
nico~ DU.
DU; 2..
201! frecotyle- 1.
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To Wyoming, Denver

Bus Trip Tickets
for Road Games

.

iFYou

KONW so~eone who forgot. to
pick up bi& eop;y of the Thunderbird,
remind him they are available at the
Union Cheek :Room.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psyehedelie.
Ski Pootere & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then you <lon't need them.
Send fot Samplea & List. 1\lADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E.
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
RETURNED Peace Corps volunteers con·
tact Alice Gooak at 842-1882.
FOR RENT
NOTlllNG: Just a reminder that the
Thunderbitd is ont.
ROOMMATE needed, male. Four Seasons
AptB. 207, 120 ComeU Dr. $5!. per
month. One block from camP""· Call
247-8452. 2/12·16.
UNM CO-ED needs female toomate to
share large 2 bdnn. apt. in lllcHenburk
Apts. About $50. per month. Contact at
218 Spruce NE after S p.m. 2/21.

8137.

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS: One
box o£ Photo paper, high speed Vari·
gmm Single Wt. 500 Sheets $30,00. Call

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo

writes first time,
every time!
me's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again in
unending war against
hall-point skip. clog and
smear. Despite horrible

punishment by mad
scientists, nrc still writes

24S-1M7.

FOR $0.00 you ean get your cOPY of the
Thunderbird at the Union Check Room.
Do it ioday 9 :00·5 :00.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. <len, fireplace, eXtra
Jg. garage fully finished w/h & a/c,
work bench & sink. Elec kitchen,
beaUtiful carpets & drapes, 2 baths.
Con .... loan. Priced FilA appraisaL Av·
prox. $3000. wiD handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299·5865.
1!!61 MATCHLESS 650cc road bil<e (G 12
Engine). ''Featherbed" type frame:.
$350. Phone 247-892.7 after 5. 1637
Grand NE.
:MOTORCYCLE. Suzuki, 19M Model M.
5Cec~ Helmet & racl• include-d. Alm'flt
:tH?'"' condition. Complete mot0r rebuild
z<eently. Price SlBO. Call 2~6-0652 <>r
Mr. Wamon at 2.77·3311.

U. Gymnastics Tearn
Extends Win Streak
The UNM gymnastics team, led
by Tom Galioto, Stormy Eato~,
and Dave Carriere, extended their
unbeaten streak to five straight
with a 187.70 to 179.95 victory
over Oklahoma University Friday
at Norman.
Eaton and Jim Hruban took
first and second in the ftoor exer~
cise, Galioto won first in the side
horse, Carriere won first on the
rings, Blaise Blasko won fir~t
place in the long horse competi~
tion and Bob Smith took first in
par~llel bars to give the Lobos
five firsts out of seven events.
Last week, the Lobo gymnasts
became the first team in the Wesf;..
ern Athletic Conference ever to
defeat defending conference champion Arizona. New Mexico is now
one of the top contenders in the
conference for the gymnastics
crown.

first time, every time.
And no wonder. me's
l.OST
"Dyamitc" Ball is the
STUDENTS without their copiCi; of the
hardest metal made,
Thundetblrd are lost. You ~an't find
:voursdr in this Mndition-if :vou h'!-ve
mcased in a solid brass
your copy. Get It now nt the Umon
nose cone. Will not skip,
Ghck Room.
clog or smear no matter LARGE
REWARD OFFERED !or roturn
what devilish abuse is
of giJver gray miniature French Poodle.
Lost near UNM campus on TburedaY,
devised for them by
Feb, S. An:soone having infonnatian consadistic students. Get
cerning this pet please call 247•9709
altcl' u p.m. or 299·165&
the dynamic me Duo at
SERVICES
your campus store now.

WAT£RMAM·BIC PEM CORP.
MILfORD, CONN.

PRESCHOOL CLASS
qualll!ed. li daYD a
hour. Agl<l 4 & 5.
dren wetcom<l- Call

'
i:

M!SCELLANJ!:OUS
WANTED TO BUlt-Uoed VV'{ ,or sma]l
S)>Orts ear. Fitat elM• cond•twn. Pri·
vnte party. Call 299·8614.

T HE TWENTIETH century will
I i

i{n 31J~~I
COAT and
TROUSERS

s~
fiRST and GOLD

~

SIC Fine POinl Z5C
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EXICO

Our Seventy-First Year ol Eclitorial

.,

Free'a
No.66

Wednesday, February 21,1968

VoL11

Free University Women's Curfew -..

CONCERT HALL

T~~;~~~~~~ Debated by Panel

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Present

TRAVEL- ADVENTURE with

ED lARK

ISRAELREBIRTH OF A NATION
FRIDAY, FEB. 23-7:30 P.M.
Gen'l Adm. 1.50
Faculty 1.25 - Students 1.00
Tel. 277-3121
FULL COLOR ADVENTURE FILM

I·I'i
i'

,,if

STOKELY CARMICliAEL, scheduled to speak tonight at UNM as
part of ihe Assodated Students Speakers Committee program, arrived
at the Suttport yesterday afternoon. The militant bbiek•power advocate's appearance has been eagerly anticipated by students and fac•
ulty members since the announcement of his scheduling last month.
(Non-photo courtesy of the state of New Mexico)
·

Dr. 1-leady to Discuss

New Corps Program

Ca11243·5671

30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until l :30

Equal Opportunity Employer

there are still millions of poor
people in affluent America 1 Why
do ghettos exiat in the richest nation in the world? Why is it that
with all our talk of national unit"
~
we are so dMded? Why is it that
with all the progress made in civil
rights there is racial rioting and
bloodshed in our streets? · Why
is it that with all o11r 'war on
crime" that crime is mushrooming until our city streets have
been turned into virtual jungles?
And why is it that with all the
new sex freedom and knowledge
we are more frustrated, confused
and obsessed with sex than ever?
THE GREAT question we ask
ourselves is: "Is there a way
out'! Can we escape the 'houae of
mirrors' in which we find our-

2.47-43.47

Sanitone

Sign up at Plaeement Center

a-f.3

$6.50

255-5381

Department of the Interior

BIC M9dium Point 19C

f1/
)U>,6&

il'

Professional care!

Interview for Chemical, lv\echcmical, and Petroleum Engineers;
Chemists ,and Physicists ·
Graduating Seniors and Advanced Degrees
Wednesday, february 21, 1968

WHY, WITH all 0111' heralded
progress in the educational, sci11ntific and philosophical fields, do
these old conflicts remain? Why
can't we extricate ourselves from
the human dilemma? Why are
our problems beyond us, and why
do the solutions of human ills
evade and escape us'! Why \}oes
the human condition, instea'd of
impr.Dving and keeping pace with
our technological developments,
grow worse instead of better?

the threat of a third world war
when its peoples should be walking in peacl!, understanding and
prosperity?
THE. SE QUESTIO S f
Nt t urrow
th b·
:f
·
e
rows
o
our
grea
tists and philosophers esand,scienbecause no valid answers are available, have caused a frustration
among the world's peoples bordering upon psychotic trauma and
illness.
While we are trying to hypnotize ourselves into believing that
we have a great society _ and in
many ways it is great _ some
of our le11.ders, like Senator Ful~
bright, are saying that it is sick.
In a sense I agree with the Senator. Why~ is it that with all our
"war on poverty" programs

selves?" I have been accused of
being a moral "alarmist" who
leans. on the panic button too
hard, but I have traveled over
the world too much, talked privately to too m11.ny national leaders, and sifted the fears and con·
cerns of the average American
too many times to be overly optimistic about the moral and spiritual state of our nation, While
undue optimism may be the quirk
of an unsettled mind, and undue
pessimism the result of an unsettled stomach, .I see nothing
wrong in being a realist, in seeing things as they are. While a
man should be arrested for turning in a fire alarm when there is
no fire, he should not be critici?:e!l,
for aounding an alarm when the
(Continued on page 8)

Co" no..
37 8"··7of'

give your elofhes

Bureau of Mines Helium Activity
Amarillo, Texas

undoubtedly go down in history
as the century of revolution. Almost every day we read in our
newspapers of another revolution
somewhere in the world. Many

'

Arizona thinks baseball pitcher
Pat O'Brien may be on his way
back. As a sophomore O'Brien
owned a 12-1 record, but he dropped to 6-3 last year. "Pat bas
been working like a dog all winter," reports Wildcat coach Frank
Sancet.
"Last year he didn't get started :fast enough. I guess he got a
little fat after that big sophomore
year. But he could be right back
to his sophomore performance
this season.''

700 Broadway HE
200 Wyomlng Sl:

of the inner conflicts that beset
mankind.
The chronicling of wars, rebellion, crime, rioting and revolutions make disturbing reading.
Daily we are consc1'ous that ~ome~
thing
race. is wrong with the human

From-m.)

i

I

On Way Back

in SE. T~aeher
VIe~, . $1.00 P!'r
HandttaP:IIed chtl255·2598 after 6

(C) 1967, Newsday,Ine.
(This is the si(l)tk in a series of
articles by prominent Americans
giving their views on The Oondition of tlul American Spi...,'t to.
day. The writers ~ncl··-'o ' •so-'-'
' """v
critic Mary(£ Manne8,
FBI """"
IJi..
rector J, Edgar Hoover, historian
Arthur Schlesinger ,Tr., civil·
rights leader BWJJard Rustin,
Father Jwmes J, Kavanaiugh, oovelm Saul Bellow, Rev. Billy G-rakalm and P811choanalyst J!lrick

Man

Listen to KUNM

WANT ADS

FOR SALE

-

,_...,/..._

90.1 Mcs.

THE THUNDERBIRD which is a 33 1/3
rpm rewrd of ]!Oef:B reading is now
available tree to students at the Union
Check Room. Pick your COPY up today.
JEEPSTER '49. New top, windows, UP•
holsteey, c!utcb, tires, etc. Call 8421

r.~-

-Your Think Green
· ,A'") Money

Listen to KUNM

SHOWN
AT

'\~PU9

6:00· 10:00 am

Tickets for the Peter, Paul and
Mary concert March 1 at 10:30
p.m. at University Arena al'e now
on sale at the Fine Arts box office
and Riedlings.
.
Prices for the concert, whtch
will follow the telecast of the
UNM-Wyoming basketball game, •
are $5, $4, and $3. yNM stude~ts
will receive a $1 discount on ttckets.
The concert is sponsored by the
UNM Popular Entertainment
CQmmittee and KDEF. Anyl?ne
wishing additional information
about the concert may call either
277-3411 or 277-3412.

Tickets for the bus trip to the
Lobo basketball games in Wyoming and Denver March 1-2 on
Continental T:railways bus lines
are now on sale in the Union.
Tickets are $30 and include a
hotel room in Laramie and tickets for the Wyoming and Denvel' games. Each student will be
responsible for purchasing his
1
own meals. Students will spend
Friday night in Laramie and
travel to Denver saturday morning. Students will return to Albuquerque Saturday night after the
Denver game.
The two basketball games are
the final ones for the Lobos this
season.
Chaparral Donna Fonteechio
said
only six seats are left on the
CLASSIFIED ADVERTlSlNG RATES:
4 line ad., 65~-4 times, $2.60. Insertions
first 30 seat bu11 but a second bus
must he submitted by noon on day befo•e
would be chartered if 30 addipublication to Room 159, Student Publieatiarul Building, or telephone 217-4002 or
tional ticket!! were sold.
277-4102.
The Chaparrals are in charge of
selling
tickets in the Union •
HELP WANTED

Held Over 2nd Week
.

100 frecoMe- t. Milne, UNM; ~. Shil·
a. Virden, DU.
.
200 backstroke- 1. Chamberlain, DU :
2 Tom Bell, UNM; 3. Steve Clark, OU.
'500 freestyle- 1. Jordan, Ul\Tl\l : ~.
Mayhew, UNI\l ; 3. Scott Laneelot. D0 •
200 breaststroke- 1. Warren Johnson,
OU: 2, White, DU; a. George Brown,
UNM
·
400:freestyle relay- L UNI\l (Craven,
Wetthl, Shillig, Milne.); 2 Denver,

!ig, UNM;

Phil Harper

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

By TOM GARCIA
UNM president-elect Ferrel
neady said Monday that he
would discuss the possibility of
establishing two new types o:f
special Peace Corps programs at
UN:M.
Speaking with Dr. Robert . B.
Voas, deputy director of the office
o:f selection :l'or the Peace Corps
in Washington, D1·. Heady said
he would discuss the possibility
o:f l!uch programs with appropriate departments within the uni·
versity and requested that Voas
provide more specific information
on the prDvisions of such pro•
grams.
Voas, who has been on campus
since last week in conjunction
with a Peace Corps drive, also
spoke with President Popejoy.
Voas noted that UNM at one
time was one of the Peace Corps'
largest training centers and ex·
pressed hope that UNM might
again become a training c!lnter
:for Peace Corps volunteers.
The proposed intern prog1•am
would gi'lo juniors and seniors onthe~job training ovetseas. After a
summer o:f such training seniors
would remain abroad and begin
their service immediately while
juniors would return to complete
tl1eir last year. Juniors would
then go directly overseas after
graduation as volu11t,~ers.
Similar programs arc currently
underway at Harvard and Iowa

State University. They are gener•
ally open to individuals who have
had some instruction in Spanish
or French.
To participate, a university
must organi:te a group o:f at least
20 students. This is to permit
adequate planning by the Peace
Corps staff in the host countrY.
Voas said due to the large
number of Spanish-speaking students at UNM a good program
could easily be started.
Another type of program now
underway at the University of
California at Davis, Michigan
State and the State University of
New York provides academic
credit for Peace Corps training,
Under this program two years
of Peace Corps service serve as a
learning experience which ties in
with the University training and
results in an academic degree
that integrates studies with
practical experience.
Such degree programs have
been designed at both the gi·aduate and undergraduate le-vels.
Under such programs the Peace
Corps provides some funds :l'or
tuition and living expenses durint•
part of the academic training.
Faculty and students are invited to a coffee hour and discussion
today at 3 :30 in room 129 o:f the
Union. Special :feature of the coffee hour will be "The Choice I
Made," a PeMo Corps movie on
India.

o:f 11 non-credit, non-grade courses not offered on the regular curricula at UNM, will begin this
year's schedule Thursday with
registration from 9 a.m. until 5
p.m.
Registration will run through
5 p.m. Friday, and classes will begin Monday. The courses range
from fouT to eight weeks and usually last two houn.
Free University was first of• th
I
fered 111
e spring of 1966. t
features small, seminar-type classes aimed at filling ga.ps in the
course offerings at UNM.
THE CLASSES are taught by
volunteer instructors in an attempt to offer additional learning
for students and teachers alike.
Texts can be bought at Yale St.
Grasshopper Bookstore, 109 Yale
SE. Although textbooks are recommended, the only requirement is
that a student attend class,
Free University is open to students first and then Albuquerque
residents. John Amastae, chairman of the Free University committee, said that interested persons should register early, as
classes usually fill up quickly.
THE 11 colli'ses offered include
two four-week classes. Modern at(Continued on page 8)

By BILL SULLIVAN
The right of university autho·
rities to regulate student activities at UNM was ,questioned by
Tom Dillon, KUNM news director, on a campus J:adio program
broadcast last night.
Panelists on the "Confrontstion" program debated the merits
of women'!! dol'mitoTY hours during .a sometimes stol'mY one-hour
session. It will be re•bl'oadcast at
4 p m Sunday.
n'r. ·Helen Whiteside, dean of
women, said she believes that the
administration has the right to
regulate students but that "women on this campus "can get what
they want" and that they can
change existing rules.
CONNIE COHN, president of
Muneca House at Hokona Hall,
said the curfew "limits experiences." She claimed the system
is working only superficially because it is being abused.
Mary McDonald, president of
Estrellita House at Hokona Hall,
said, "We don't know bow the
majority o:f women feel about
hours. In my house they want ex~
tended hours.''
Miss McDonald said she does
not need a curfew. "I am respon~
sible to myself and will come in
without running myself down,"

she said. She said she would like
to ha'l'e a poll taken by the women'a Residence Halls Executive
BoaJ:d to determine women stu·
dents' attitudes.
DEAN WHITESIDE and As•
sistant Dean of Women Georgine
Clark agreed that the administTation takea an inteJ:est in each
individual student. They pointed
out that once a girl is out of Uni~
versity College she is no longer
:required to live in a dortnitoey.
''The administration imposer><
restrictions on University College students because it wants
them to get out of University
College," Dean Whiteside said.
The administration view, expressed by the two deans, is "We
must do everything possible to
have better students."
DEAN CLARK pointed out that
girls who violate the curfew reg•
ulations are not punished. If a
girl eomes in late she has a conference with her counselor. Only
i:f the girl appears to be unconcerned or flippant is further action taken.
An y disciplinary measures
that may follow are in the bands
of student boards, not the administration.
Karen Benson, an exchange
student from the University or'
Massachusetts, explained that
there is no cu:rfew in effect at U.
Mass. except for freshmen.
IT'S DONE A wonderful thing
for the University. The girls be~
come better for it, more aware of
responsibility and do not genera1ly take advantage of it/' Miss
Benson said.
It was revealed that gh·ls can
have their eake and eat it too, but
not at UNM. Dillon mentioned
that many universities have abolished curfews.
"Well, why don't they go to
those universities?,; Dean Whiteside replied.
THE PANEL lined up in a
four-to-two team situation, with
the two administrators emphasizing the purpose of a university-; .,
while the three students and mod~
(Continued on page 4)
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Lobo Goof

MARY, one of the
.
.
mod·
ern minstrel groups, will perform in concert Friday nigllt, March 1, at
10:30 at. Univel'aity Arena. Tickets are $5, $4, and $3 and are on ~ale
nt Uiedling's downtown, the Fine Arts center ticket office and Ueeord
ltcndezvous in Winrock. Thll concert, sponsored by the Popular Enter•
tainment Committee of the Associated Students, will imntediately
follow the telecast of the Lobo-Wyoming game.

The Lobo article on graduate
studant deferments which appeared in Monday's issue stated that "Only graduate students in medical studies and
those entering at least their
second year o:f advanced study
in fall, 1966, will now be deferred." Thb should read fall,
1967.
1lll1111111111ll111111llllll!lnnnmnnnlnnmumlNtlllllHUI\111111\WIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllftllmt
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3 U. Seniors Win
Notional Awards

·Naval Tearns Plan
Mardi Gras Trip
Members of the UNM NROTC
sword and drill teams are busy
this week completing final practice for their annual participation
in the Mardi Gras in New Orleans, La., this weekend.
Last year the NROTC unit received national recognition and a
first place at the event. The UNM
midshipmen have become a familiar sight to thousands attending
the festivities.
The teams will leave Friday,
li'eb. 28, and will return on Monday. Midshipmen will stay on the
USS Guadacanal aircraft carrier,
which recently returned from
Viet Nam duty, during their visit
to New Orleans.
The teams will perform in the
Krewe of Iris parade Saturday
and the Krewe of Venus and
Zeus parade Sunday. Good discipline is essential during the parade for an impressive performance, especially during some of
the wilder moments of the Mardi
Gras.
Midn. Lt. Samuel Bradley will
command the drill company. Assisting him will be Ens. Robert M.
Hayball, who will command the
sword team, and Ens. Richard
Windegoth, who will head the
-drill team.
The midshipmen earned their
way to the Mardi Gras by cleaning up University A1·ena after all
Lobo home basketball games •

2:30 Tomorrow

Panel to Feature
Asian Authorities
Winthrop G. Brown, special
assistant to the U.S. secretary of
state, bas a busy schedule ahead
of him in New Mexico.
Brown will be at the UNM
Thursday afternoon for a public
panel discussion of U.S. policy in
"Asia. He is a former ambassador
to Laos and Korea and served for
three years with the U.S. Embassy in India.
Another authority on U.S. diplomacy in Asia, Dr. Foster Rhea
Dulles, visiting distinguished professor of diplomatic history, will
also be a panelist for the 2:30
p.m. program Thursday in the
Union ballroom.
All interested persons are invited to the discussion.
Brown is scheduled to arrive in
Albuquerque late this afternoon.
He will go immediately to Santa
Fe for a speech at St. John's College tonight.
Thursday morning he is slated
to meet with Gov. David F. Cargo in his capacity as State Dept.
Jiaison officer with the governors
of the states.
Brown plans to return to UNM
Thursday afternoon. Following
the panel discussion he will be
guest of honor at a 5 p.m. reception at the UNM International
Center. Brown plans to leave Albuquerque Thursday night for
Phoenix and a Friday program
appearance with Secretary .of
State Dean Rusk at a Commumty
Conference on Foreign Policy.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Chooses Officers
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
has elected new officers for the
spring and fall semesters.
John Gordon was elected ·president. He is a sophomore business
administration major.
Jon Hardwick was elected vicepresident. New secretary is Frank
Cheston.
Others elected were William
Jones, recorder; Richard Russell,
chaplain, and Dennis Burt, comptroller.

Mr. G's Pizza
is Fresh Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm
•

Wednesday, February 21,1968

Wednesday, February 21,1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

$300,000 In Aiel

NASA Wi II Provide Grant:
For New 5-Year Program
~'he National Aeronautics and
Space Administration will provide
support for a new five-year
research
science-administration
and education program at UNM,
Sen. Clinton P. Anderson (Dem.N.M.) announced this week.
The program will be conducted
at the graduate level to help train
qualified persons in new approaches to decision-making in
the formulation of public policy
in scientific areas.
THE INITIAL grant from
NASA is for $300,000, with additional funding anticipated to
maintain an annual level of support of $150,000 for the five-year
period.
"The NASA support," Dr
Heady said, "will enable us to
hire the necessary faculty and
staff for a program of course
work, research, and regional and
national conferences in the important and rapidly developing
area of science-administration."
DR. HEADY said that Prof. Albert H. Rosenthal, an authority

Tonight at 8 p.m.

Resistance Group
To Discuss Draft
At First Meeting
The Resistance, a national draft
protest movement, will meet tonight at 8 p.m. in room 231-B of
the Union. The Resistance is not
yet chartered at UNM, but the
UNM chapter of Students for
Democratic Society is making arrangements for renting a room
in the Union.
Information on all alternatives
to conscription, including consciencous objection, flight to Canada, and non-cooperation with
selective service authorities will
be available at the meeting.
A release from the Resistance
states, "Over 700 UNM graduate
students and all senior men are in
imminent danger of involuntary
participation in the program of
cultural exchange which has been
developed under the joint auspices
of the United States Department
of Defense and the International
Association of Embalmers.''
"Hell no, we won't go'' is the
motto of the newly formed Resistance.
Clean clothes •••
• , • last longer!
For Professional
DRY CLEANING

in public administration and formerly Denver regional director for
the U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, will be program director.
Dr. Rosenthal also heads the
UNM committee which has been
working on plans for the undertaking. One of the first steps in
the program will be to expand
the university committee into a
regional committee including toplevel representatives of various
private and public scientific and
technological industries and agencies.
DURING THE first year of the
program, Dr. Rosenthal said, the
University will put together a
small staff to assist in committee
organization and start initial research. The regional committee
will be asked to plan and conduct
a series of three regional consultative conferences and one national conference, he said.
The program for each of the
regional institutes will include
case studies of actual decisionmaking in the design and management of significant public
science policy programs, and the
presentation of papers by leading
figures in industry, government,
higher education, and research institutions.
DR. ROSENTHAL said that
cases and working papers, after
revision following the regional
institutes, will constitute the
bases for the national conference
on science-administration. About
50 or 60 leaders in the field will
be invited to take part in the nation program.
The first group of 10-12 graduate fellows will begin their studies towards a master's degree in
the second year of the program.
Ten more will be selected each
year thereafter.
"We hope to be able to select
about half of the grantees ·£rom
among persons now in middle
management position in science
fields," Dr. Rosenthal said. "The
remainder should be young people who have just completed their
graduate work in one of the
science-related fields.''
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technical installations in the TuIarosa Basin and found that their
use could suggest many valuable
topics for advanced-degree wol'k.
" •.. it appears that it is passible," the report reads, "to define many problems of considerable value to the Defense Department which would be unclassified
in nature and of value as an academic thesis topic.''
"The facilities mentioned also
have the advantage that at most
times the pressure of missionoriented work is not such as to
preclude adequate scheduling of
thesis work.''
AS FOR THE expense of improving higher education offerings in the area, the committee
recommended that the costs be
kept as low as is consistent with
getting the job done, and that
the costs be divided fairly between the state and federal governments.
"It is believed that any program of such nature should be
supported by the state of New
Mexico only to the extent that
the education of any other qualified resident student is subsidized.
"Thus, highly expensive programs for (Holloman) and
(White Sands) personnel should
be largely paid for by the Department of Defense.''
Representatives of UNM on
the committee were Drs. David B.
Hamilton, economics; Cornie L.
Hulsbos, civil engineering; and
Richard H. Williams, electrical
engineering.

Nic k Noe dinq Th ird

UNM Debating Team Wins Victories

At Oklahoma Forensic Tournament
The UNM debate team won
honors last week in the Great

Young Americans
Present Speaker
Ken Granger, photographer
and news reporter, will speak on
"Hippies, LSD and Sex" and
present the film "Hippies" Thursday, Feb. 22 at 1 p.m. in Room
250-C of the Union.
Sponsored by the UNM chapter of Young Americans fo1•
Freedom, the film will be in color
and is concerned with the Hippie
revolution, the "love ins" and the
true "happenings.''
Granger has covered happenings in San Francisco's HaightAshbury district and the Sunset
Strip. Granger says he has Reen
Hippies "throw flowers and
bricks, smoke bananas and pot,
and shoot crystals and "H.''

Midwest Debate Tournament in
Stillwater, Oklahoma.
The senior team of Lip Melendres and John Pound won five
and lost one in the preliminary
rounds. They were defeated in an
elimination round by the University of Houston.
In the junior division debate
the team of Carl Frostensen and
Nick Nocding won four and lost
one. John Meyer and Herman
Weil compiled a 3-3 record.
N ceding took third place in
junior division extremporaneous
speaking.
Professor Robert Dick, director
of forensics, now is looking ahead
to big tournaments in Tucson,
Arizona, Feb. 24-25, Nevada in
March, and Washington D.C. in
April.

listen to KUNM
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fight it.
Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.®
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

CAREERS IN STEEL
BETH ~HE1.1
ST EL

Our representative will be ou campus

MARCH 14, 1968
to interview candidates for Bethlehem's 1968
Loop Course training program.
THE LOOP COURSE trains selected college graduates with management .Potential for
careers with Bethlehem Steel. The Course begins
in early July and consists of three phases:
(I) orientation at our headquarters in Bethlehem,
Pa.; {2) specialized training in the activity or
field for which the Looper was selected; and
(3) on-the-job training which prepares him for
more important responsibilities.

terested in steel plant operations, sales, research,
mining, accounting, finance, and other activities.
DEGREES required are mechanical, metal-

lurgical, electrical, chemical, industrial, civil,
mining, and other engineering specialties; also
chemistry, physics, mathematics, business administration, and liberal arts.
If you expect to be graduated before July, 1968,
and would like to discuss your career interests
with a Bethlehem representative, see your
placement officer to arrange for an interview
appointment-and be sure to pick up a copy of
our booklet "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." Further information can be
obtained by writing to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016.
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COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE

state are looking toward a system
of mutual information exchange.
The state microwave system
would allow not only exchange of
catalogue information, but also
picture transmission of indices,
tables of contents, etc.
• The network would help tie
together various community colleges around the state, and their
home universities.
IN EXPLORING an initial
phase of the system, which could
link UNM, NMSU, and Alamogordo, the committee said that a
great many variables in estimating cost prevented them from arriving at a firm figure.
But they applied a rule-ofthumb which suggests $1000 per
mile for each direction of relay.
This would link the three above
sites at a cost of about $540,000.
Studio and terminal equipment
would cost between $25,000 and
$50,000.
THIS CLOSED-circuit link
would also serve New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
at Socorro, and could carry undergraduate as well as graduate
classes.
To determine the demand for
increased higher education in
the Tularosa Basin, the committee interviewed supervisory personnel and sent questionnaires to
employees in the area.
Several sections of the nation
were visited in order to get ideas
on how similar education problema are met elsewhere.
THE COMMITTEE studied the

DRIVE-IN

If you have a problem

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
call243-5671 today!

l!NM. and New Mexico State
could cooperate in offermg courses, according to a report by a joint UNM-NMSU
study . committee for. _improving
educatiOnal opportumtles in the
Tularosa Basm.
T~e st?dy was concerned primar1ly With Holloman Air Force
Base and White Sands Missj]e
Range, and was conducted by
three representatives from each
university under a contract funded by the Air Force Missile Development Center and the office
of Aerospace Research.
ACCORDING TO the committee's findings, credit courses offered to employees and military
per~on,ni!J. at Holloman and White
Sand~ c!6uld carry full academic
credit at either UNM or NMSU.
They further suggested that
any university in the state could
accept graduate credit from any
other, stating:
"We believe ... that in a single geographical area such as
this state, sufficient information
exchange and dialogue can occur
to make full transferability of
graduate credit possible.''
AFTER SURVEYING the area,
the group felt there was sufficient demand to continue graduate
course work leading to higher degrees in four areas: electrical engineering, applied mathematics,
physics, and business management. The UNM Graduate and
Continuing Education Center at
H o II o m an now offers such
courses.
Short courses and seminars
were also proposed. On a selfsupporting basis, these would fill
needs for special education which
arise from time to time. They
could be held at UNM or NMSU
or at one of the bases.
IT WAS ALSO recommended
that NMSU build up its Alamogordo branch- presently giving
I ower-division undergraduate
work - so that upper-division
work could be completed for the
bachelor's degree in science.
After studying the problems of
presenting advanced work in an
area removed from a central
campus, the committee said that
closed-circuit TV originating on
the UNM and NMSU campuses
semed to be the most practical solution.
One chapter of the report deals
with the success of such systems
elsewhere, including one between
Ohio S tate University and
Wright-Patterson Air F or c e
Base, another in the Cape Kennedy area, and a third in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
AS A MEANS of improving
higher education in the Tularosa
Basin, the cost of closed-circuit
TV system could be justified, the
committee felt.
But if the system were to be
the first phase in a statewide
state -owned - and operated TV
network, the committee felt there
were added needs the system
could meet which would justify
the larger statewide system:
• Various computer centers are
now hooked up on a low-frequency
system. A microwave net would
increase the band width available
and avoid present monthly rental
of commercial telephone services.
• University libraries in the

Un~vers1ty

If I can fly,
you can fly!

THE SWORD TEAM of the UNM Naval ROTC unit is completing
practice this week before leaving for New Orleans, La., where they
will perform at the Mardi Gras this week~nd. Both the sword t~m
and rifle team have previously won first prizes at the 'annual festival.
Members of the teams will fty to New Orleans Friday and stay on
board the USS Guadalcana1. (Photo by Pawley)
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Course, Credit Exchanges
Seen Between U., NMSU

Lobo Advertisers

Three UNM seniors have been
selected among the best prospects
in the nation for future college
teachers.
Only . 26 seniorii! in the Rocky
Mountain region were named by
the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation. The UNM
scholars were the only ones selected from New Mexico.
THEY ARE Julius B. Cranston, philosophy and math; Rosslyn H. Mynatt, Latin-American
studies, and Leroy E. Perkins,
English.
Being named a Woodrow Wil$5!>0 buys your first
son scholar increases a students'
chances for financial assistance to
lesson in a Cessna at:
do graduate work.
The three UNM scholars said
they already are being contacted
by top colleges and universities
throughout the nation with offers
of grants and fellowships.
"I THINK it is commendable
that top scholars are recruited
Phone 243-9691 or 247-056?
with just as much zeal as are top
Call now for more infonnation
athletes," said UNM President
and make a date to fly!
Tom Popejoy.
A total of 1124 college seniors Flight Course financing available
were named in 309 colleges and
universities in the United States
and Canada.
Seven other UNM students received honorable mentions. They
are Mrs. Arlene Berman, linguistics; Stephen F. Martin, chemistry; Kenneth G. Peterson, philosophy; Mrs. Donna L. Rix, English;
Thomas Michael Allen, anthropology; Joseph W. Trujillo Jr.,
economics and Arthur A. Vander
Veen, history.
"OUR MAJOR role is to identify for graduate departments
those students who in our view
have the best potential for college
teaching," said Sir Hugh Taylor,
president of the Foundation.
"We hope all of them will receive assistance from the grad- '"'''·''··'''·''·
uate schools or from federal or
other fellowship programs," Taylor said.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

PHONE 255-4248

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
in the Plans for Progress Program
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WAC Crowds Can Lose
Games
'
The behavior of hometown crowds at Western Athletic
Conference basketball games has again become a subject of
serious debate following last weekend's conference games,
particularly the UNM-Utah clash in Salt Lake City on Saturday. Coaches, officials, and WAC Commissioner Paul
Brechler have noted how bad the situation has become.
In all fairness to our Las Cruces readers, we should point
out that we have finally seen a hometown crowd that is
worse: Utah. Considering what lambs the Aggie fans looked
like on TV and, by contrast, how bad they were in person, we
can only conclude that the Redskin partisans, whose behavior looked awful on TV, must have been near-unbearable for
~ the haggard Lobo fans who could make the trip.
But the question of hometown crowd behavior, we believe,
has passed the level of irate indictments of crowds in the
editorial columns of opposing schools' newspapers-which
The Lobo has participated in gleefully-and has become a
matter which demands a solution.
The crowd problem has become serious enough that WAC
Commissioner Brechler has opened the door for referees, on
judgment, to forfeit ball games to the visiting club if the
crowd becomes too unruly for play to progress normally. This
is nothing new, however; the provision giving referees the
power to clear a gymnasium or forfeit a game has been in
the WAC rule book since the conference was founded.
What Brechler has done is to say that the situation has
become so bad that referees may have to resort to the exercise of those powers if they deem it necessary. And the way
_ things have been going lately, we couldn't blame them for
deeming it necessary.
Booing the referees or opposing players, while it is certainly poor sportsmanship, is to be expected in a conference
where every game is so hard-fought and as much of a toss-up
as in the WAC. But throwing coins, paper cups, or other
objects on the court may now be expected almost as a matter
of course-and this must stop, or games may be forfeited.
It doesn't matter what other schools in the WAC do about
their crowds' behavior. But UNM fans must learn to keep
their coins in their pockets and throw paper cups in trash
cans rather than on the court-unless they would prefer that
their behavior cost their 20-2 Lobos one or more games which
they might have won had it not been for a few hotheaded
fans.

This Is Justice?
When a student at Brigham Young university is arrested
on a narcotics charge, he is automatically suspended from
the university, before his case ever comes to court, the College Press Service reports.
If he is found not guilty in court, that's his tough luck.
He should never have been arrested.
BYU Dean of Students J. Elliot Cameron says arrests are
not made without cause. "There must be evidence," he says.
BYU accepts the evidence leading to the arrest of a student
as sufficient proof of guilt for suspension, CPS reports.
When a suspended student is found not guilty in the
courts, he has "no possibility of getting credit for the semester's classes," Cameron says. The student must appeal
and be reinstated, then register and repeat everything, CPS
reports.
' Whatcanweadd?

Betna
By BILL COLEMAN
Today Stokely Carmichael was
to have spoken at UNM. Many
thousands in the state were anxious to hear the concepts of Black
Power put forth' by one of America's most controversial and important figures. And many were
not.
Black Power is one of America's. most crucial and misunderstood domestic issues. It may be
the most crucial issue. The mass
media and America's embedded
racism have distorted the real
message of Black Power. For the
benefit of this country, this message should be understood by
every American.

* * *

The following is a review, a
condensation of the book "Black
Power: The Politics of Liberation
in America" by Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton
(Vintage paperback, 1967, $1.95.
Random House hardback). The
gravity of its message ranks it
as a most important and timely
book.
The book is directed mainly at
white, middle class America, the
very stratum of society most responsible for the way things are
today. The authors, aware of the
colonialist attitude of the Establishment, still appeal to reason
and to men who can act ethically
and with honor. Carmichael
speaks of the hopes, the frustrations and the awakening to reality
of the American Negro. The book
traces the movement's progress
from the early days of SNCC
(Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee) in 1955 to the pres• ent, pointing out the defeats and
small victories of a people-Fellow American citizens-who ask
a very simple thing-to be recognized as fellow human beings.
The book's eight chapters could
be divided into three parts. The
first deals with Black Power, the
myths and fallacies of coalition,
and the colonial-type situation in
white America. The second part
considers case studies and their
mistakes-the Mississippi Freedom-Democratic Party, the Black
Panther Party in Alabama, and
the concept of Booker T. Washington politics in Tuskegee, Alabama. The final part speaks of
the dynamite in the ghetto and
"the search for new forms"

Stokely Carmichael's
"Black I?ower"

(m1.1inly independent politics and
new political institutions).

* * *

I

What is most important now
are pride, good jobs, schools and
homes. Rebellion will cease only
when white America realizes
Black Power comes before integration. Carmichael and Hamilton don't give the church much
chance to move things, but :rather
the task rests on the ability of the
black middle class to unite with
their millions of awalrening
brothers in the ghettos .

"Black Power" opens up with,
"This book presents a political
framework and ideology which
represents the last reasonable opportunity for this society to work
out its racial problems short of
prolonged destructive guerilla
warfare. That such violent warfare may be unavoidable is not
herein denied. But if there is the
* * *
The following paragraph from
slightest chance to avoid it, the
politics of Black Power as 9e- the preface sums it all up. "This
scribed in this book is seen as the book is about why, where and in
what manner black people in
only visible hope.''
Black Power is NOT anti-white, America must get themselves tobut merely pro-black. Carmichael gether. It is about black people
defines it concisely. "The goal of taking care of business-the busiblack
self-determination
and ness of and for black people, The
black self-identity-Black Pow- stakes are really very simple: if
er-is fully participation in the we fail to do this, we face condecision-making process affecting tinued subjection to a white sothe lives of black people, and rec- ciety that has, no intention, of
ognition of the virtues in them- giving up willingly or easily its
position of priority and 1.1uthority.
selves as black people.''
If we succeed, we will exercise
Black people must redefine control over our lives, politically,
themselves. "From now on we economically and psychically. We
shall view ourselves as African- will also contribute to the developAmericans and as black people ment of a viable larger society;
who are in. fact energetic, deter- in terms of ultimate social benemined, intelligent, beautiful, and fit, there is nothing unilateral
peace loving.'' Black people must about the movement to free black
rid society of. its racist ills. Black people.''
people must ". . . begin to stress
The far-reaching message is
and strain and call the entire
th1.1t
we are all affected. We shall
system into question.'' Black peoall
benefit
in a freer, more civilple must recognize this premise
ized
society.
If the movement is
in order to build Black Power:
beaten
down,
then that elusive
''Before a group can enter the
thing
called
The
American Dream
open society, it must first close
would
best
be
forgotten,
and we
ranks.''
and our children will suffer for
* * ..
our mistakes. As Camus said, "I
The subject of coalition is im- rebel, therefore we exist.''
portant. Coalitions can exist, but
on certain conditions. "Black
people must first ask themselves
what is good for them. Second,
there is a clear need for genuine
power bases before black people
can enter into coalitions.'' Also
Lettcm are welcome, and should
each party has to accept its own
be no longer than 250 'WOrds typowritten, double spaced. Name, teloindependent base of power. And
phone number and addr""' must be
finally, the coalition must conincluded, although name will be
withheld upon requeot.
9ern itself with specific goals.
Black people have learned from
history that they must construct
their own bases.
Resistance Meeting
Concerning blacks and poor Dear Editor:
whites (also left out of the "mainGeneral Hershey eats young
stream"): It is purely academic men. General Hershey may eat
today to talk about bringing poor you. Find out what you can do
blacks and poor whites together, about General Hershey and the
but the task of creating a poor- draft. Come · to the first meeting
white power base dedicated to the of the Resistance tonight at 8
goals of a free, open society-not p.m. in room 231-B of the Union.
one based on racism and subordinJeffrey R. Smedberg
ation-must be attempted.''

Letters

Women s Curfew
Debated by Panel
1

Calling U
WEDNESDAY: A.W.S.: Union 231
D-E; 3:30 p.m.
Mortar Board; Union 231 B ; 6 :15 p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial Board; Union 231 C;
7 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Pledges; Union 250 A;
7 p.m.
I.E.E.E.: Union 253 ; 7 p.m.
N.S.A. ; Union 250 E; 7 p.m.
Student Senate; Union Council Room;
7 p.m.
Union Board; Union 250 D; 7 p.m.
Student Senate; Union Council Room; 7
p.m.
Union Board; Union 20 D ; 7 p.m.
APOWA; Union 250 C; 7:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union 231 D-E; 8 :00
p.m.
Wedn~day Night Dance; Union Ball·
room ; 8 :00 p.m.
Kiva Cluh; Union 129; 8 :30 p,m.
THURSDAY: N,M. State High School
Wrestling Championships: .Tohn•on Gym.
nasfum ;- 6 p.tlL
SpurB: Union 250 C; 6 p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial Board; Union Council
Room ; 6 :30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization ; Union
250 E; 7 p.m.
I.F.C. : Union 129; 7 :00 p.m.
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Alpha Phi Omoga; Union 231 E; 7:30
p.m.
Alpha. Tau Omega. Pledges: Union 231
E; 7:30 p.m.
Circle K International; Union 231 B;
7:30 p.m.
Phi Delta Kappa; Union 231 D: 7 :30
p.m.
Chi Alpha; Union 253; 8 p.m.
UNM BMkctball: University ot Arizona; Unive13lty Arena: 8 :05 p.m.
FRIDAY: Latin-American Desk; Union

231 A-D ; 12:30 p.m.

N.M. State High School Wrestling
Championships; Johnson Gymnasium; 1-7
p.m.
Ski Movie: .,Big Skiing"; Mesa Vista
Hall, 4th Floor study; 6 :ao p.m.
Friday Cinematheque: "Maniage, Italian Style" ; Union Theater: 7·10 p.m.
Adventure Film: Ed Lark. '•tsraeJ. Rebirth of a Nation" ; Concert Hall; 'I :80
p.m.
Coronado Hall Dance; Union Ballroom;
7:30 p.m.
Baha'I ; Union 281 E; 8 p.m.
English Department Poetry Reading:
Jonathan Williams; Education Kiva; 8
p.m.

(Continued from page 1)
erator Dillon took the freedom
question in hand.
Miss Benson said that a student has to grow many more ways
than academically and having a
curfew restricts that growth.
Students at the university level
are mature and must stand on
their o w n, student panelists
agreed.
Women students' ability to
change existing regulations was
emphasized by Miss Benson. The
abolition of curfew at the Massachusetts school w a s brought
about by student action, she said.
Miss McDonald summed up
the attitude of the students on
the panel by saying, "If they
want extended hours, then we
will work for them.''

•
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· Special Exhibition
Set by Engineers

·-7 Students Climb
Orizobo MountainBy GL1:!JNNETTE DAWKINS
Seven UNM students and 1.1
photographer will teU you that
the only way to spend .semester
break is climbing 18,700-foot Mt.
Orizaba, near Mexico City deep
in lush southern Mexico.
"You love a mountain before
you climb it, you hate it while
you're on it, and you love it even
more when you're down," replied
Kurt Groepler, vice-president of
the UNM Mountaineering Club,
when asked why he wanted to
climb the peak.
Orizaba is the third highest.
peak in North America and is
the closest high ;peak to Albuque::que.
"The view from the top was
worth all the work it took to get
to the viewpoint-possibly colored by a sense of accomplishment,"
said Dick Meleski, faculty sponsor for the elub. Meleski, director
of the UNM Photo Service, also
serves as unofficial club photographer.
The climbers left Jan. 26 and
drove 30 straight hours to Mexico City. From there they drove to
the base of 17,887-foot Popocatepetl, the fifth highest mountain
in North America. After climbing
that peak, the mountaineers rested a day, then drove as close to
Orizaba as roads permitted. With
five hours of sleep, they got up at
3 a.m. and took a three-hour jeep
trip to the 11,500-foot base. They
returned at seven that night.
Of the eight on the expedition,
only the five who had had prior
snow-climbing experience reached
the top.
Co-leaders Scott Dye and Groepler had both climbed· Mt. Sneffels,
near Ouray, Colo., and had climbed Popocatepetl in Mexico two
years earlier. Meleski bad climbed in the Lake Teak area near
Santa Fe, and both Pat Wehling
and Don Dreesen had practiced in
the Sandia range. Other members
in the expedition were John Lichenstciger, Steve Bowers, and Jack
Lepkc.
Many of the mountaineers felt
dizziness during the climb, and
there was even some loss of reasoning powers. Groepler reported
that his heartbeat had more than
doubled at 18,000 feet.
"The climb down was filled with
intense headaches and a feeling
that I hadn't really done it," said
Groepler. "I was just thinking
about getting down.''
When asked about his attitude
before the climb, Meleski replied
th1.1t it had been one of "mental
confidence because I was sure of
the strength of the party." 1\Teleski, father of six, seemed to be
the center of enthusiasm and determination for the climb. "I was
depressed when Meleski was ahead, but had no motivation when
he was behind," said Dreesen
when explaining his feelings during the climb.
The eight mountaineers all plan
to continue their climbing, and
most emphasized rock climbing
for the spring.

Exhibits ranging from a computerized tic-t:J.c-toe machine to
traffic control will be featured at
an Engineering open house in the
Engineering Complex at University and Tijeras.
The open house will be held
Feb. 23 from 12 noon to 9 p.m.
and Feb. 24 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Guides will be provided for
groups and the public is invited.
Other exhibits included will be
radio controlled devices, a simulated rocket engine, a laminar
turbulm· flow and a water treatment plant.

Ski Movie Set
A movie, "Big Skiing," will be
presented by the Mesa Vista
Mossman House Cultural Committee on Friday, Feb. 23, at 6:30
p.m. in the fourth-floor study hall
of the dorm. Admission is free
and girls are invited.

Mr. G's Pizza
· is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm.

RESTING ON TOP of 18,700-foot Orizaba Peak
after climbing the mountain over semester break
are (from left) : Dick Meleski, Pat Wehling, Scott
Dye, Kurt Groepler, and Don Dreesen. The five
were part of an eight-member group of the UNM
Mountaineering Club that spent the break in

Mexico. Before climbing Orizaba, the thir.d-highest
peak in North America, the group climbed the
17,885-foot Popocatepetl. The members plan to
continue their. climbing, with special emphasis on
the rock-climbing in the Sandia range.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Open 8 AM·B PM
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

·Electrical, Mechanical Engineers

The San Onofre nuclear generating station.

Solid Engineering
Career
Opportunities
AtSDG&E

U. Service Sorority
Begins Rush Tonight
APOW A, UNM service sorority, will begin a two-week rlll!h
starting with an irtformal rush
party tonight from 8 to 10 in th&
Hokona Hall Lounge.
The theme of rush is "Sisterhood through service," which advocates the principles of APOW A
service.
All interested women students
at UNM are invited to attend.
Further irtformation can be obtained by contacting Trudy Smith
at 299-4698.

Join San Diego Gas & Electric Company's progressive
engineering staff- establish a challenging career and become
an important part of a growing organization in a dynamic industry.
Positions available for recent graduates in Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering. Excellent salary, fringe benefits and
security are yours with SDG&E in beautiful San Diego.
Contact your sludem placement office for an interview.

SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Important Home Games

At-Large Choice

Coach King Predicts Exciting Week
As Lobos Face Both Arizona Teams

LOBO GYMNASTS MEET Fort Lewis College
of Colorado tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Johnson Gymnasium. The gymnasts will be after their sixth
consecutive victory of the season without a loss.
The gymnasts are: (1-r) Blaise Blasko, Ray Mon-

dragon, Bob Clayton, Tom Galioto, Rich McConnell, John Charzuke, Frank Sandry, Bob Manna,
Bob Smith and Bill Robinson. Not shown are Mark
Eaton, Jim Hruban, Jim Royce, Mike Dyas, Dave
Carriere, and Dick Bremer. (UNM Photo)

U. Gymnasts Ranked l-ligh
By WAYNE CIDDIO

ton, also a high bar performer,
Mitchell's entry list for tomorhas an 8.96 mark.
row's
dual meet includes: free
"Be proud to be proud.'' This
Stormy Eaton, a freshman, is
exercise-Jim
Hruban, Blasko,
slogan, combined with hard work first in the conference on the Dick Bermer, and
Eaton; Ringsand determination, has been the trampoline and Bob Smith is lead- Clayton, Hruban and Dave Carmajor factor in making coach ing the WAC with a 9.3 average riere;
Long
Horse-Hruban,
Rusty Mitchell's UNM gymnastics on the parallel bars.
Smith, McConnell and Blasko;
team a top contender for the
MITCHELUS. gymnasts work Side Horse-Hruban, John CharWestern Athletic Conference out seven days a week and sacri- zuk, Blasko and Galioto; Tramficed part of their Christmas va- poline-McConnell, Smith and
gymnastics title and one of the cation to attend a gymnastics Eaton; Parallel Bars-Hruban,
best teams in the country.
clinic in Tucson. "This team has McConnell, Carriere, and Smith;
The Lobo gymnasts, who have a great willingness to work hard," High Bar-Hruban, Clayton, Mike
Byas, and Bob Manna.
won five consecutive meets this Mitchell said.
Disturbed over the fact that
season without a loss, go after
their sixth straight victory to- gymnastics is virtually unnoticed
Down from 5th
night when they meet Fort Lewis at UNM, Mitchell says, "We've
College of Colorado at 7:30 p.m. come out of nowhere, but it didn't
at Johnson Gym.
start just this season. It started
LAST WEEK, the Lobos hand- last season and now we are finally
ed defending WAC champion Ari- getting the recognition we dezona their :first loss in WAC his- serve."
tory and are favored this season
The Lobos, this season, have
to bring the championship to defeated, besides Arizona, the Air
UNM for the :first time.
Force Academy, Eastern New
Mitchell, a former National Mexico, Arizona State, and OklaThe New Mexico Lobos dropped
Collegiate Athletic Association homa University in dual meet to seventh place in both major
(NCAA) champion from Southern competition. The team numbers college polls after a split last
Illinois and a member of the 1964 18 this season and Mitchell feels weekend with Brigham Young
United States Olympic team, is that depth has been important to University and Utah. New Mexhis team's success.
extremely proud of his team.
ico State is in 13th place in the
"I WANT people to come out
"LAST SEASON, we only had Uriited Press Intern at i o n a 1
and see these boys. Once people 8 men on the team. Four entries coaches rankings.
New Mexico was in :fifth place
see how good these kids are, I are allowed in each event, but
guarantee they will come back to last season we could only enter in both polls last week with a
see them perform againn," Mit- three boys in four of the seven 19-1 record but dropped two
chell said.
events. Since the three top scores places after a 71-64 loss to Utah.
In two seasons as head gym- in each event count towards the The Lobos beat BYU 76-67 Frinastics coach, Mitchell has com- final point total, we had no room day night in Provo. New Mexico
takes a 20-2 record into its conpiled a 17-1 record. The record for error," Mitchell said.
includes a 12-1 mark last season
"When I came to UNM to ference games with Arizona and
and five victories this year.
coach I didn't know how long it Arizona State this week at University Arena.
The Lobos are leading the WAC would be before my team had perHouston, now sporting a 23-0
performance list in most of the formers who could beat me in
seven events in gymnastics com- · competition. The team has reach- record, still holds. down the numpetition. Tom Galioto, a junior ed a stage now where I know that ber one spot in both polls. The
from West Mifflin, Pa., is ranked some of the boys could beat me," UCLA Bruins, 20-l, are in SPcond place, North Carolina is
first in the region and fifth in the Mitchell said.
third,
St. Bonaventure fourth,
nation on the side horse. Galioto
Mitchell was a member of the
has not been defeated this season Southern Illinois team when it Kentucky fifth, and Columbia ocin side horse competition. He is won the NCAA championship in cupies the sixth position ov~r
averaging 9.35 out of a possible 1954 and later tied the Olympic UNM with a 17-3 record.
Vanderbilt, Duke, and Louisten points in the event.
champion in floor exercise with
ANY performance over 9.2 in a 9.55 average. A score of 9.5575 ville, complete the top ten. In the
any event ranks the gymnast as was necessary to qualify for the AP poll, Duke is ranked eighth,
Vanderbilt ninth, and Marquette
excellent. An average score is finals.
8.5 and a good score is 9.0.
MITCHELL encouraged his University tenth.
Blaise Blasko and Rich McCon- team to be proud at all times durnell rank :first and second in the competition. "After a routine, I
conference with 9.15 and 9.025 want my boys to hold their heads
•averages. High bar man Bob high. If you drag your head in
Manna is ranked second in the re- the gutter after a routine, you
gion and first in the conference don't accomplish a thing. I want
with a 9.175 average. Bob Clay- my boys to be proud to be proud.''

Lobos Fall to 7th
In College Ranks
Alter Road Loss
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Dancing Wednesday Night
To The Sunday Funnies
Melodrama Friday and Saturday Nights "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" live cast

ONLY $1295 - $2395
Write lor lolder TOD.A Yl

ELECTRIC SHAVER ANI>
LIGHTER REPAIR

210 THIRD NW

247·9219

Phil Harper

6:00-10:00 am
Your T'!!._nk Green
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Heard around
Campus!
it is more Interesting
to work for

AEROJET
See your placement

Ciddio's Corner
By WAYNE C/DD/0
Lobo Sports Editor

In a United Press International release yesterday, Utah coach
Jack Gardner leveled a scathing
and unjust attack on Lobo center
Greg "Stretch" Howard. Gardner
accused Howard of inciting the
insanity, that prevailed in Saturday afternoon's game in Salt
Lake City and completely absolved himself and the Utah fans of
any blame.
It must be noted first that
player introductions were delayed
at Salt Lake so that fans could
be instructed to chant "Welcome
Slugger!" when "Stretch" was
introduced onto the playing floor.
Here the blame rests on the Utah
cheer~leaders and on athletic de.
partment officials for not putting
a halt to activity that undoubted~
ly set the mood f!Jr the entire
game.
,
.
As in every Western Athletic
Conference . 'battle this season,
emotions r~:~n high because of the
high stakes involved. Early in the
second half, Howard· went to the
floor after being caught on the
wrong end of a Jefl' Ockel right
cross and, sustained a bloody
nose. Ockel was banished from
the ball game, and the playing
floor and the Lobo bench came
under a barrage of debrls from
Utah fans.
Gardner, rather than trying to
calm down the fans, put on one
of the childish displays for which
he has become so "popular" in
recent years. If there is anything
that will encourage keyed up fans
to mayhem it's a hot-head coach
with a persecution complex.
Later in the second half, Ron
Sanford was struck in the eye
with a piece of ice and a closed
Boy Scout knife barely missed
hitting one of the players on the
Lobo bench. Gardner did nothing
whatsoever to discourage what
could have resulted in serious injury not only to the Lobos, but to
his own team.
Lobo fans remember Gardner
as the man who planted a kick on
Sanford's backside last season
when Sanford fell into the Utah
bench chasing a loose ball. If Mr.
Gardner is not able to control
himself, perhaps. he should relinquish his coaching position and
participate-from the stands-in
the debris throwing that he seems
to enjoy so much. What better
winning strategy could one man
develop than to let spectators
nearly run the opposing team off
the floor?
Greg Howard is one of the finest competitors UNM has ever

had the opportunity to support.
Only a sophomore, Howard has
displayed the aggressiveness and
desire nece"ssary to playing outstanding basketball. Howard is a
:fierce competitor who hates to
make mistakes on the basketball
court. If anything about Howard
is irritating to opponents, it's his
unwillingness to be beaten.
It i~;~ indeed a shame that a fine
athlete must be subjected to abuse
from a man who - although a
shrewd coach- is a descredit to
Utah University, the Western
Athletic Conference, and a black
mark on wholesome athletic competition.

The Albuquerque scuba diving
club will meet Sunday, Feb. 26 at
2 p.m. at the Heights Branch
YMCA. All UNM students are invited to participate in free scuba
diving lessons.
Membership in the scuba club
costs $5. Included in the dues is a
discount on all diving equipment
purchased through the club.
Interested persons should contact Tom White at 247-3764 for
further details.

corner of Yale and Roma NE..
A party where rushees can
meet the AFROTC cadets is. set
for Tuesday, Feb, 27 at 7 p.m.
Angel Flight members are official hostesses at AFROTO and
University functions and perform
community-service projects such
as Christmas food collection for
underprivileged families in Albuquerque.

CONCERT HALL
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Present

TRAVEL -ADVENTURE with
ED LARK

ISRAELREBIRTH OF A NATION
FRIDAY, FEB. 23- 7:30 P.M.
Gen'l Adm. 1.50
Faculty 1.25 - Students 1.00

Scuba Club to Meet;
Free lessons Given Listen to KU NM
90.1 Mcs.

Tel. 277-3121

FULL COLOR ADVENTURE FILM

HEARD

Chi Omegas Elect
Chapter Officers

ANY GOOD

Susan Foster has been elected
new president of Chi Omega sorority.
Local residents captured seven
of the eight sorority offices in the
recent elections.
Sally Seale was chosen secretary.
Other new officers are Jane
Mullins, vice-president; Arline
Sterchi, treasurer; Paula Sperling, pledge. trainer; Mary Ann
Williams, rush chairman; Marla
Mortensen, corresponding secretary and Susan Campbell, vicepresident of panhellenic council.

R·ECRUITING
CLICHES
LATELY
"Individual recognition"
"Challenging assignments"
"Rewarding career opportunities"
"Excellent fringe benefits"
"Growth climate"
Etc., Etc., Etc. Ad Infinitum.

IF YOU ARE A GRADUATING
SENIOR WITH A BS DEGREE
AND A BETTER THAN AVERAGE GPA, YOU'VE PROBABLY
SEEN AND HEARD 'EM ALL.

somehow these much-employed phrases seem to make all job opportunitie~ appear alike. They aren't, of course. It just sounds that way.
Take our company- FMC CORPORATION. We have much to offer
qualified graduates, including all of the above - plus several other
things unique to FMC.

arrangements

Aerojet Interviews February 26 & 27

For example we offer strong, four-way diversification in the primary
fields of MACHINERY CHEMICALS, FIBERS AND FILMS, AND DEFENSE, .coupled with '25 years of steady, uninterrupted growth: We
are one of America's largest companies, but becau.s~ '!'e are highly
diversified with many inter-company group~ and dtv1s1o~s. operate~
by individual managernent, you don't get lost m corporate BIGNESS.

Aerojet-General Corporation
A subsidiary of The General Tire & Rubber Co.

an equal opportunity employer

We'd like to tell you the' complete story. Take a minute t? fill out and
mail this coupon. We have a hunch you'll be glad you d1d.

Ride to the Game!

Patronize the Albuquerque Transit System

An informal tea Friday will begin second-semester rush activities for Angel Flight, women's
auxiliary to the Arnold Air Society of the Air Force Reserve
Officers' Training Corps.
The tea will be held from 3-5
p.m. at the AFROTC building,

New Mexico State University
yesterday accepted a bid as an atlarge entry in the National Collegiate At h 1 e t i c Association
(NCAA) basketball tournament
first round.
Coach Lou Henson said Tuesday he was not sure of the tournament pairings as yet, bnt that
there was a possibiJity that the
Aggies would be matched against
the Big Sky Conference champion, Weber State, at S~~·. Lake
City on March 9. The wmner of
that game could meet secondranked UCLA in the March 1516 Far West Regionals at University Arena in Albuquerque.
The Aggies are currently ranked 13th in the coaches' United
Press International college ]loll.
The Aggies have a 18-4 record
this season and-have been beaten
tyice by the New Mexico Lobos
in regular season competition.

Interview

Returning bus loads on the
west side of the Arena

Angel Flight Rush
To Open With Tea

Downstate Rivals
First-Round Pick
In NCAA Tourney

office today for

7:15 &7:45

Raprooanl•fi•e Inquire

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE

3244 San Mateo NE

ON A FUN TOUR TO EUROPE

E•rn Free Trip •• C•mpuo

SOUTHWEST

SJILOON

Bus Leaves Johnson Gym

Swinging London Ia Exotic Istanbul
on Quality Et<orled Student Tours
Visiting 7 • 15 C~untrlos • A. mplo Sighlsoting
Best Hotels & Guidu • Stimulating Escorts
Sail in Juno on Queen Eliu.b eth or by Jet

with a 19,5 point per game aver.
age. Greg "Stretch" Howard who
scored a season high of 25 against
Brigham Young, is second with
15.3, Ron Sanford is third with
14.9 and Ron Becker is fourth
with 10.2.
King encouraged fans to arrive
at the Arena early because he
also expects a fine game between
the New Mexico Wolfpups and
Trinidad Junior College. Trinidad
is the only team to beat the Wolfpups so far this season. The Lobo
freshmen are 11-1 for the season.

~.RE:C DOG

Join the Lively Ones!

.
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After a defeat at the hands of
the Utah Redskins Saturday
night, Lobo basketball coach Bob
King predicts a great week of
basketball for his ball club and
Lobo fans when his team takes
on Arizona and Arizona State this
week at University Arena.
King doe~ not think that weekend basketball action decided anything in the Western Athletic
Conference race. "We just know
that we have to win three basketball games one at a time. We
will have to play our games and
let everybody take care of their
own,'' King said.
"We may make some adjustments on offense and defense in
preparation for the Arizona
games. We consider this the most
important week of our season.
We've got three conference games
left to play and three left to win,"
King said.
New Mexico is tied with Utah
for first place in the WAC with a
5-2 mark. The Lobos went into
the Utah game with a 5-1 record.
The loss dropped the Lobo's overall record to 20-2. Wyoming, the
last Lobo WAC foe of the season,
lost to BYU Saturday and fell to
3-4 in the conference.
The Lobos meet Arizona Thursday night and Arizona State Saturday night. Arizona handed New
Mexico its first loss of the season
'two weeks ago in Tucson, 69-68.
The Lobos beat Arizona State
68-62 in the two clubs' first encounter this year.
Guard Ron Nelson continues to
lead Lobo scoring after 22 games

Page 'I

CLIP AND SEND COUPON TO: 1 I would like to learn more about
FMC CORPORATION and available
I
I
FMC Corporation
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES.
I
Professional Employment
I NAME_____________________________
Office • Box 760
I
I ADDRESS
San Jose, Calif. 95106
I CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______
I STATE
ZIP CODE--~-

Tomorrow .....
prices get the ax
at Bellas Hess

BELLAs
Hess
DEPARTMENT STORE
•.•

t

Shop 10-9 Mon..- Fri.
9-9 Saturday
10-6 Sunday

A Plans for Progress do
Equal Opportunity Employer

Corner Menaul & Carlisle
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_______ GRAD. DATE_·~------CARJ:ER INTEREST_~-(Produolion, Design, Manufacturing, etc.)
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Graham Says Americans Are Insecure

(G9ntinued from page :1)
whole town is ablaze-and I believe that our nation is in danger
of being mined with high explosives, ~:~nd that it is high time to
recruit a "deton~:~tion crew" which
ca.n successfully relieve the amdeties and fears that haunt the na·
tion.

<lust and bate in the world there
will be fighting and war. At best
we can only put a patch here
and a bit of ointment there. The
achievement of peace is as complicated as the human spirit, and
too much time is spent in trying
to change the world instead of
trying to change the men who
make the world what it is.

th\)re is already going on at this
moment in America a "quiet revolution," a11d it could reverse many
of the disturbing trends in our
society. As I travel from coast
to coast I find that thousands are
searching for peace of mind, a
reason for living, and a personal
relationship with God. I spoke for
three evenings on television last
August at prime evening time,
and within a matter of eight days
I bad received more than half a
million letters. Most of these letters came from people pouring out
their hearts, indicating a desperate inward search for peace of
soul. I find this true from Birmingham to New York and from
Kansas City to Los Angeles. Modern man is saying with David:
"As the heart panteth after the
water brooks, so pantetb my soul
after thee, 0 God."

AS .AMERICANS we have all
the elements for security, but we
THE THIRD illusion is th11 beare insecure, A distinguished Bri- lief that man is naturally good.
tisher said recently that he visit- I wish that were true, but uned an American home with three fortunately our news media each
cars in the garage, a gorgeous day report scores of incidents
living room with colo~; television
that indicate that something is
a kitchen filled with the latest basically wrong with man. Jereappliances and a beautiful pool miah once said: "The heart is
with a large patio, but the lady deceitful above all things, and
of the house was reading a book de!!perately wicked: who can
entitled "How To Be Happy"!
'know it?"
Why?
.
Where did we get the idea that
Recently I had breakfast with man is naturally good? We did
my friend, Walter Reuther, He not get it from the Greeks! Arispoke with great enthusiasm stotle said: 'There is no good in
I BELIEVE something vital and
about the technological break- mankind . • • :for man was born historic is beginning to happen
through that is taking plaee.
to evil.''
in America. There is a life-chang~
He exclaimed: "We are on the
Neither did we get it :from ing force and a society-changing
verge of paradise."
Judaism. Isaiah said: "All we power at work. The historian
I replied, "Walter, there is only like sheep have gone astray; we Lecky said of John Wesley, the
one flaw, and that is hum~:~n na- have turned eve;cy one to his own founder of the Methodist Church:
ture."
way."
"When he was converted it was a
He replied, "That's the flaw."
national
epoch.'' Out of the WesWHERE THEN did we get the leyan revivals
While I would be the last to try
came the SllCial
to turn the clock of history back- idea that man is inherently good? revolutions of Great Britain that
ward, I am of the conviction that We got it from the exponents <>f eventually led to sooial refonn
we have trusted in anchors not expurgation - from people like
America. Out of it came the
tied to the ship. We have followed . Sigmund Freud, who said that in
emancipation
of the slaves, an
sociological and philosophical man is a helpless creature of his end to child labor, the British
will-o'-the wisps, and we are ex- environment; or from Marx, who labor movement, the YMCA and
taught that man is good and that
periencing a l'Ude awakening.
society is evil; or from Njetzsche, many other soeial and political
THE FIRST illusion is that
taught that God is dead. The
money and things bring happi- who
that man is good but that
idea
ness and peace of mind. Material· circumstances,
environment and
ism without God in America is , society have made him the unnot much different from mater- desirable character he is, is a
ADVERTUIING RATBS:
ialism without God in a Com- false illusion. Man is rebellious 4 I)LASSIFlED
line ad., 65¢--4 tim..,, $2.00. 1 munist country. Adlai Stevenson
be submitted by noon on dq before
by nature, and the first rebellion muat
~ublicatio.n tn Room 169, Stodent Publlca"
in commenting upon our obsessio~ was
committed
in
Paradise
:with materialism, quoted a signi- where the environment was per- ~~~~IJildlng, cr telephone 2'17-400Z or
ficant verse from the Scriptures: fect!
HELP WANTED
''He gave them their request; but
YOU KONW .t.o .torgot t<J
sent leanness into their soul."
THE FOURm illusion is that IFpick
up his eap;y Df the Thundeibinl,
The American dream was the religion without personal comremind him they are available at the
Union Check Roo04
desire to give to every man, re- mitment and inv()\vement is
PERSONALS
gardless of national origin a. !enough, I have no quarrel with
place in the sun and an opportun. Marx when he said: "Religion PERSONALITY l'OSl'ERS, ~
Ski Pooten .., Bnttona. If don't
ity to live in security and free- is the opiate of the people.''
la.ve them, then :roll don't need then.
Send for &mph 4 List. KADAX
dom. The miracle of America Pseudo-religion has been a cloak
lltlTTERFLY'S GUt Shop, 46ot E.
emerged! Overnight paupers were to cover many a vile deed and
Collax, Denver, Co»nulo 80220.
turned into kings. We became mask the selfish motives ()f mil.
the richest nation in the history lions. When I go to a university
of the world. Then something be- to address students I never try
FOR RENT
gan to happen deep inside of us. to defend religion. Some of the NOTHING: JU!It a reminder that the
We threw our shoulders baek and bloodiest wars of history have
Thunderbird is out,
said, in effect, "See what we have been fought in the name of :reli- MOJOL\TE needed, male.. Four Seuoua
Apts. 207, 120 Cornell Dr. $U. JJe1'
done! See the golden calf we have gion, Prejudice, pride, bickering
month. One block tro.Q eampll! Call
fashioned with our own bands!" and even slavery have character24'1-&152. 2/lZ.lS.
'
We fell victim to the illusion of ized religious people. l cannot UNM CO-ED needs female :rt>OJDate t<J
the pl.'imacy of "things" and defend all that has gone on in
ohare large 2 bdrm. apt, in Uc:Henburk
Apt.. About $6&. P« month. Contaet• at
drifted from the spiritual genius the name of Christianity. Row218 Spruce NE &!ter 5 P= 2/21.
which made America great.
ever, I am trying to call people
FORaALE
WH.AT MAKES a nation great? back to a simple Jesus who said: THE THONDERBIRD wbi<;h Ia a 33 1/~
rpm record of )>OI!(s -.ling Ia !low
Its dreams, its hopes, its philoso- "Love your neighbor as yourself".
available free t<J students at the Uniom
phies, its ideals and its religious This is why Arnold Toynbee beCheck Room. Piek you~ eop;r up today.
;faith. When these are lost we lieved that "the outlook for the JEEPSTER '49. New t<Jp, windo-Ws. Ul>become sick, bored and devoid of West would be unpromising if
holotery, chlt<:h, lire!, etc:. Call 8421
8137.
there were to be no genuine reli·
great motivation.
AT'l'ENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS: One
A movie star I know related fu gious revival."
box of Photo PaJ>er, hlgb spee~ v arf..
me recently bow his son had dropI DO NOT contend for mere
l!:raDt Single Wt. 500 m.~ ••n ~ ~n
24a-t547.
.,.,.,.,.. ..-.vv. .,....
ped out of the University of Cali- :religious revivial, for religion per
.fornia to become a hippie. He ,sej religion as form, is flourishing. FOR $0.00 you can !let :rollr eopy of the
Th'!nderbird at the Union Check Room.
said: ''Father, I hate you, and I I do call for a renewal of a vital
Do •t today 9 :OO.S :00.
want you to know why I bate personal faith that will get at the
3 Mdrm. <len, fuoep:W... extra
you. I hate you because you have root of our problems by changing BY!g.OWNER,
garage full:r flniahed wjh A •fc.
work bench A sink. EJec kit<:hett,
given me too much. I have never the men who cause our problems.
beautiful carpets A drapes, 2 bathe.
had to struggle, or work, or fight! The great question is: "Row can
Couv, loan. l'.rioed FHA &IJI>raisal. AJ>I bate you for it!"
prox. $3000. w.iD handle. Call mominzs
we re-discover the faith which
or eves after 4 p.m. OWIIer leaving stat...
Affluency without moral stand- was once a dynamic, revolution299-5865.
ards, self-discipline and religious ·ary, life-changing force in our 1961 MATCHLESS Glillce road b,-ke (G 12
faith will act like a boomerang.
Engine}. "Featherbed" tn>e tmme.
society?" I can only speak from
$850. Phon<> 2(7-8927 &!ter 5. 1637
experience,
but
25
years
of
proGrand NE.
THE SECOND illusion widely
held in America is our belief that claiming a gospel to revolutionize MOTORCYCLE. Stmllti, 1955 lllodel J1.
50cc. B:elmct & taelc lnclodod. AbnMt
peace is a cause rather than an men bas demonstrated that there
new condition. Complete motor rehlilld
is
hope
for
any
and
every
perilon
etfect. We fought World War I
recently. Pri«! $130. Call 295-5652 or
:Mr. Watson at 277-IIBlL
World' War II, the Korean War: who will take God seriously. God
and are now fighting a strange in Ghrist is the greatest revolu· 1957 Chevy Wagon. V8, standard tr.ummisBion. Call 242-1!529. 2/26.
war in Viet Nam, and we were tionist of all time. The word
"revolution"
means
"a
complete
LOST
told that each of them was being
1s
or
drastic
change,"
and
Chiist
fought to "preserve the peace."
STUDENTS without theh' oopies of the
Thunderbird are lotrt;. You an't find
We talk of peace, we march for dialectic was revolutionary. Re
youtl!elf in this e<Jnditloll~IC :tou have
peace, we SU!lport peace efforts talked about change, not in govyour cop;y. Get it now at the Union
ChckRoom,
in the United Nations, and we ernment, not in culture, but in the
human
heart.
Most
revolutions
SMALL
female cat. Long pl'edomlnantbr
attend scores of peace conferences
"""" hair, Lost in al'ea South of UNM.
are
accomplished
by
violence
and
across the world. Still the'l'e is
Phone 247-9986.
no peace. Ezekiel the prophet was by _dramatic events, but not so LARGE REWARD OFFERED for .rciurn
right when he said: ". . • they with the spiritual revolution that
of silver gray miniature Fr<meh Poodle.
l:mt near UNM campus on Tblll1ld.!q:
have seduced my people, saying, Christ brings. Like the quiet powF<>b. 8. Anyone ha\'Jng Information eon~
er
of
spring
when
new
life
surges
Peace; and there was no peace;"
eernlng this Pet pl....., ..U 247-9709
afte• 5 p.m. or 299-1$56
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effects.
IN RALEIGH, N.C., not l(mg
ago 5000 Negroes of the General
Baptist State Convention marched
through the streets of North
Carolina's capltal city, singing
"I Have Decided To Follow Jesus"
and "Onward Christian Soldiers.''
They wanted to slUlw to the world
their Christian faith and their
good citizen11hip in the midst of
a summer filled with rioting and
rebellion. Their demonstrati()n
was not on a single national television program, and it was not.
reported in the national press.
The chief of police in Raleigh
made the comment tbat if there
had been a riot in Raleigh the
town would have been loaded with
camaramen and press people.
THIS QUIET, noiseless revolution is going (In in the hearts of
1111illions ()f Americans, and I am
convinced that "truth crushed to
earth will rise again". ·Thousands
of prayer groups and Bible-study
, groups are springing up from
:coast to C()ast. In many of these
groups Jews, Catholics and Protestants are meeting together in
their desperate search for life's
true :meaning.
YES, THERE IS a quiet revolution going on, and anyone reading these w()rds is a candidat,e
for this revolution. Most of us
face problems that are beyond
us. The state of the world, the
threat of war, the boredom, the
purposelessness of living in an
afBuent society where the challenge has been removed, has taken
all the zing out of life for mn.
lions.
MY OWN LIFE was radically
·changed a number of years ago
in my (lwn experienee with God
.in Christ. At the moment of this
commitment it appeared that very
1itt1e was changed in my life.
There were no flashing lights, no
ringing bells, no singing of angels,
but one thing was sure - I was
sincere when I said I would follow
Christ for better or for worse.
Aa I kept that vow things began
to change for me. I developed an
interest in people, a new love
came to me fo'!: mankind; I began
to be concerned about the race
,t)lle$tion, the :poverty question
and the war question. My entire
life underwent a revolution!
WORLD PROBLEMS ue an
extension of ()ur individual problems. Look at the world and you
see yourself with an the fear,
meaninglessness, hatred and self,centeredness, but that world eannot be changed as long as you
remain as you are. Lasting revolution and lasting change do not
take place en masse, but bit by
bit. as the people's motives, aspirations and attitudes are chang-

ed. General MacArthur once said:
"The world problem is basically
a theological one .•• and involves
an improvement in human character.'' I agree e:s;cept that I
would substitute the word
,''change" for "improvement''. The
need is for revolution - the need.
is for drastic change - and only
God in Christ can rem!Jke us into
the people we ought to be. This
is the revolution we need. If we
do not have this revolution then
I predict that the American
dream will not survive!
TOMORROW: Arthur Schlesinger Jr. finds a sickne~ in our
government.

.

assured us, '~ho sees the tide of
pornography. on the newsstands
and on the motion picture screens,
the rising illegitimacy and venereal-disease rates, would have to
agree that there is a decline of
national standards and values,
•.. We are on a moral toboggan
slide, and, unless the young people stand up for God with high
moral standards, our .nation and
our very society will be in danger."
SUCH RIGHTEOUS proclamations are unlikely to disturb anyone with even a sketchy knowl
edge of the American past. Clerical lamentations have been routine
throughout the life of our nation,
from Jonathan Edwards to Norman Vincent Peale; and the no-

'

table toboggan slide has been less
in the spiritual condition of our
society than in the intellectual
and moral ·quality of those who
rush to pronounce judgment on
their fellow citiz-Elns. Jonathan Edwards was a great and serious
intelligence; Billy Graham and
Norman Vincent Peale are reli~
gious vulgarians.
LET US KEEP perspective on
these matters. Our theory seems
to be that America has always
been, until the hippies came
along, a virtuous, noble, lawabiding country. But our history
bas been in fact one of strain,
tension, and violence. Those who
affect deep gloom about the :future of the nation when a few
kids try to break into the Pen-

ll Courses Begin

tagon forget the draft . ~iots in
New York in 1863, when 50,000
people took to the streets in four
days of rioting, when at least
1500 were killed-more than in
the Mexican War-and when the
property damage went into millions of dollars. Those who bemoan the contemporary crime
rate forget that a century ago
a tenth of the population of New
Yark City had p()lice records.
Those who denounce the Negroes
for violence forget that five of
the twelve Presidents we have
had in this century were targets
of assassination attempts - by
white men. Those who fall into
paroxysms of horror over 'tf~l
disobedience for get the long
(Continued on page 8)
...----..
>
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(Continued from page 1)
tempts at satire, taught by James
Thorson, English professor, and
electronic music, by John Robb,
dean· of the College of Fine Arts
complete the Jist. The music course
will not begin until March 28.
Six-week courses include: creativity procreation and recreation,
taught by English professors
Franklin Dickey and Stephen
Rodefer, and "The Death of God,"
the birth of man and the dawn
of possibility, taught by ten members of the campus ministry staff.
Eight courses will run for the
full eight weeks this year. Courses
and teachers include: American
Capitalism, Larry Russell and
Ken Balizer, graduate students
i~ economics; personal anarchy,
B1ll Howden; and examination of
J. L. Austin's philosophical works,
Tom McElvain, graduate student
in philosophy.
OTHER COURSES include:
Paul Goodman, taught by Eliot
Glassheim, graduate student in
English; The poet; speaks to the
American people, David Johnson
and Gene Frumkin, profesSors of
~nglish; Ca~u!j, Dudley Wynn,
d1rector of General H()nors; and
:post-Watts education, Daniel Darling, professor of education.
Location, time and a brief de~~
cription can be obtained on each
course during registration.

'
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Senate Approves
U. Professorship

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
LOVE TURNS to the great outdoors and some
UNM students have begun to take full advantage
of the warm weather which has graced the cam•
pus. While the weather still does not permit sunbathing when not studying students find other
ways to enjoy nature. While some students race

The Guadalajara Summer School, a
fully accredited University of Arizbod
program, conducted in cooperation
with prcfessors from Stanford University, University of <:aJifornit~, and
Guodafa;ara, will offer July I to August 10, art, fo!~fcre, geography, hl$-

tary, language and literature cour$es.
Tuition, bOard and roi>m is $290.
Write Prof. Juan B. 11oel, P.O. Box
7227, Stanford, California 94305.

down the ski slopes others continue going f()
classes and still others find that a patch of
grass, the shade of a tree and a girl can help
kill the monotony of what may be a long semester. Student have already begun to get restless
with spring break only 55 days away,

Electoral College Viewed
By MELISSA HOWARD
UN:M political science professor
Phillip Wolf yesterday expressed
approval of recent proposals to
abolish the Electoral College and
elect U.S. Presidents by popular
vote.
"I think probably the best way
to elect the President is to do
away with the Electoral College
and let the people make the decision," Dr. Wolf said.
A special committee repor~d. to
the American Bar AssocultJon
Monday, recommending that the
Electoral College system be replaced by a direct-election system.
The committee, led by a former
law school dean, has asked the
ABA to call on the Democratic
and Republican parties to indicate
the proposal in their- platforms
:for the 1968 elections.
"THE ELECTORAL College
doesn't very often have an impact
on the outcome of a presidential
election, because the popular vote
and the electoral vote are usually
the same," Wolf said.
Electors usually vote as the
popular vote indicates, he said.
"There's no insurance that they
will · but it's about a!l certain as
anything can be.'' he continued.
ALTHOUGH HE receiYed a
m a j or i t y of the popular vote,
Richard Nixon did not get as
many electoral votes in :19&4 and
consequently lost the election to
John Kennedy. But Wolf's objec·
tion t;o the Electoral College is
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Diamond MAviation
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based on recent Supreme Court
rulings requiring reapportionment
of state voting districts.
"Before 1962 (the first reapportionment ruling in the Baker
vs. Carr case) I would have had
reservations about abolishing the
Electoral College," he said.
"But now Congress and the
state legislatures are oriented to
the individual voter in smaller
cities and rural areas, as well as
in the urban centers," Wolf explained.
THE PREVIOUS justification
for the Electoral College system
was that it concentrated voting
power in large urban areas where
voters were more likely to be wellinformed, but this is no longer a
major consideration.
Abolition of the Electoral College would require a constitutional amendment, and Wolf said "I'm
not sure it would pass. The small
states might oppose it, and I have
a strong feeling that the Souther·
ners would.'' he said.
Small states have a "dispropor·
tionate influence in American
dies hard in this country," be
said.
"I THINK the iml!act of George
Wallace's campaign for the presidency may have spurred these
moves toward abolishing the Electoral College," Dr. Wolf !laid.
Be ~ointed out that the former
Alabama governor could get several million votes in the South
and elsewhere without getting any
electoral votes.

Some critics of the Electoral
College system fear that Wallace
could split the Democrats enough
to prevent any candidate from
receiving a majOrity vote. The
election would then be decided by
the House of Representatives,
where each state would have one
vote determined by a majority of
the state's delegates.
REP. JONATHAN B. Bingham (Dem.~N.Y.) has proposed
a constitutional amendment );lroviding for a runoff election in case
no candidate receives a majority
vote.
But Dr. Wolf said he feels abolishment of the Electoral College
is a better solution than the runoff-election plan. "Without the
Electoral College there is no involvement of the House of Representatives at all," he said.
Dr. Wolf also said he feels that
it is important to insure that the
Democratic and Republican candidates chosen at the conventions be
listed on all state ballots.
"SOMETIMES IN the southern
states the national ticket does
not even ap);lear on the ballot, or a
states-rights candidate is listed
us the official Democratic candidate, with the national choice
listed as an off-breed," Wolf said.
"The electoral machine is determined by the individual states,
who provide for primar;y> elections
and the selections of delegates to
the national convention and of
electors/' he explained.

Student Senate last night pas·
sed an act establishing a "Tom L.
Popejoy Distinguished Visiting
Professorship" at UNM beginning in the school year 1969-'70.
The Associated Students, paying about $:12,000, and the administration, providing some $14,000,
will cooperate in financing, selecting, and sponsoring a guest professol,'. The ASUNM funds will be
·allocated in the 196!'1-69 budget.
THE BILL was passed 20-2,
with seantors Mike Courtney and
Bill Camp dissenting. Sen. Mich·
ael Cole reversed his decision after the voting had been completed
and recorded a "yes" vote.
"This lectureship will improve
education at UNM, and education
is the most important reason for
students attending the scho()l,"
Sen. Coleman Travelstead said.
The bill stated that "one ()f the
objectives of the ASUNM is the
promotion of more cooperation
and participation with the administration in the operation of
this University." Senators pointed out that students will work
with administration officials in
selecting the guest professor.
IN OTHER action, Senate defeated a bill calling on ASUNM
presidents to establish a student
government retreat. A bill allocating $94.50 to finance Student
Affairs Committee Chairman Terry Calvani's trip to Los Angeles
:for the National Student Association drug conference this weekend was also defeated.
Senate also voted to set up adhoc committees to study the
quarter system, the UNM undergraduate language requirement,
and the establishment of a "reading week" before semester final
examinations.
Senate Steering Committee will
be asked to take action on a pro·
posed amendment to the .ASUNM
constitution to be voted on in the
spring election. The proposal
would decrease the number of
student senators from 25 to :18,
and would eliminate f'all•semester
elections by providing for one
Senate session each school year.
ALSO REFERRED to Steering Committee was a bill re·
questing the administration to
consider institution of a deferred
tuition plan for fall semester,
1968. Steering will also be asked
to consider a proposal to appoint
four senators to assist the ad·
ministration's Building Committee,
The UNM International Center
would receive $81'I for future development in a bill referred to
the Senate Finance Committee.
The Finance Committee will also be asked to consider a proposal
urging the administration to pro-

vide extra funds for the intramural program. Two allocations,
0,11e fo,. $60 for dues for ASUNM's
membership in the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce, and one
for $250 to send two junior Ron·
ors students to a convention.

'Choice bS' Bn\\ot
Is Made Available
A sample ballot for "Choice
'68," a Time magazine nation-wide
college 1968 presidential primary
to be held April 24 at UNM, was

released to The Lobo last night.
Time magazine will provide uniform ballots which will ask students their age as of Nov. 5,
1968, party affiliation or preference and their top three choices
for president. The first choice will
be used for the election and the
next two will be used for a "statistical analysis!'
The slate of candiates includes
President Johnson, Robert Kennedy, Mark 0. Hatfield, John V.
Lindsay, Richard Nixon, Ronald
Reagan, Nelson Rockefeller and
George Romney.
Other candidates are Martin
Luther King, Independent; Fred
Halstead, socialist party; Eugene
J. McCarlhy, Democrat; Charles
H. Percy, Republican, Harold E.
Stassen, Republican and George
Wallace, Independent.
The ballot will also list three
referendum issues to be voted on.
The first ()ne asks what military
action the U.S. should pursue in
Viet Nam. The second concerns
what course of action the- U.S.
should pursue in regards to the
bombing of North Viet Nam and
the last deals with the "urban
crisis" in American cities.
In each case students will have
five alternatives from which to
choose.
"'
The poll is being sponsored by
Time magazine to examine the
political feelings of more than
five million college students from
throughout the country.
The results of the primary will
be tabulated into local, statewide,
regional. and nationwide statistics and will be available to anyone.

Baha'i Association
Baha'i Student Association will
have a panel discussion on "Peace
and the Great Calamity," tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Room 231·:& of
the Union. Everyone is invited.

